
HOA Sustainability Assessment

Thank you for taking the time to complete CAP Management’s Sustainability Assessment for HOAs
and showing your support for CAP’s commitment to creating healthier HOAs. Please allot yourself 30-
45 minutes to take the assessment and team up with 1-2 additional board members in order to gather
all necessary information. This is an assessment, not a quiz - there are no right or wrong answers.
Please answer as accurately as possible in order to help your HOA management company identify
how they can best serve your community. If you are unsure of how to answer a question, please select
the “N/A” or “I don’t know” option.

The assessment is in its pilot phase and its creators are looking for feedback. If you encounter any
questions you find particularly difficult or irrelevant, or you have difficulty understanding terms,
please take notes. CAP greatly appreciates you using the last page of the survey to discuss your
experience taking the assessment.
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Community & Well-Being

HOA Sustainability Assessment

1. What is the name of your HOA?*

2. Does the HOA board have contact information for all residents (including renters)?

Yes

No

I don't know

N/A

3. Has the board shared emergency contact information for HOA matters with all residents?

Yes

No

I don't know

N/A

4. Some HOAs offer shared resources such as a tool library, car-share program or shared medical equipment.
Are there any shared resources in your community?

Yes

No

No, but we're interested

I don't know

N/A

5. Some HOAs create committees or teams to work on special projects such as landscaping, sustainability or
social events. Does the HOA board in your community have any teams or committees?

Yes

No

No, but we're interested

I don't know

N/A
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6. Does the HOA host social events?

Yes, annually

Yes, quarterly

Yes, monthly

No, but we're interested

No, never

I don't know

N/A

7. Is there money in the HOA budget for sponsoring social events?

Yes

No

I don't know

N/A

8. Are renters invited to board meetings?

Yes

No

I don't know

N/A

9. If so, do they attend?

Yes

No

I don't know

N/A

10. Do renters receive direct communication from the board and/or HOA management company?

Yes

No

I don't know

N/A
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11. Do the HOA's governing documents give residents the freedom to grow their own food, either in a
community garden, in their yard or  on their balcony? (Consider that the design standards in your HOA may
make this more difficult by prohibiting the use of raised garden beds or only allowing gardens in certain
locations of the yard.)

Yes, residents are free to grow food however they choose

Yes, residents are allowed to grow food, but the HOA's rules make it complicated

No, residents are not allowed to grow food in their yards

I don't know

N/A

12. Are all residents given contact information for the board?

Yes

No

I don't know

N/A
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Governance & Policy

HOA Sustainability Assessment

13. Do the HOA's governing documents owners of single family homes to make the following sustainability
upgrades?

Solar Panels

Non-Turf Landscaping

Clotheslines

Electric Vehicle Charging Stations

Rain Catchment Systems (ex. Rain Barrels)

I don't know

N/A

Other (please specify)

14. Have governing documents been updated in the last five years?

Yes

No

I don't know

N/A

15. Are residents provided a "welcome packet" with a copy of governing documents upon moving in?

Yes

No

I don't know

N/A

16. How many members are on the board?
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17. Are all the board member positions filled?

Yes

No

I don't know

N/A

18. Are multiple genders represented on the board?

Yes

No

I don't know

N/A

19. Is the age diversity of the community represented on the board?

Yes

No

I don't know

N/A

20. Are meeting minutes or a summary of board meetings shared with residents?

Yes

No

I don't know

N/A

21. Do board members seek resident opinions when making decisions that affect the community?

Always

Usually

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

I don't know

N/A
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22. Do non-board members attend board meetings?

Yes

Sometimes

No

I don't know

N/A

23. Do renters attend board meetings?

Yes

Sometimes

No

I don't know

N/A

24. Some HOAs appoint a rental ambassador to represent the renters in their community at board meetings.
Is there a rental ambassador who comes to board meetings?

Yes

No

No, but we're interested in appointing one. 

I don't know

N/A
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Financials

HOA Sustainability Assessment

25. Does the HOA have a finance committee? 

Yes

No

N/A

26. Are adjustments to the annual budget presented to homeowners and/or renters during and after the
annual meeting?

Yes

No

I don't know

27. Do the current financial records provide all board members with information to understand the HOA's
expenses?

Yes

No

I don't know

28. Does the HOA have insurance protection and liability insurance against damage from hail storms?

Yes

No

I don't know

29. Does the operating fund have a total balance that could pay for at least 2 months of regular operating
expenses? 

Yes

No

I don't know
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30. In the last 5 years, has the board needed to issue a special assessment? 

Yes

No

I don't know

31. Have any of the current board members completed financial training courses for association
management?

Yes

No

I don't know

32. Does the HOA conduct reserve studies?

Yes

No

I don't know

33. Has the reserve study been updated in past 3 years?

Yes

No

I don't know

34. According to the reserve study, what percent funded is the HOA?

Less than 30%

30 - 70%

70 - 100% 

I don't know

35. Does the HOA develop annual goals to address projects identified by the reserve study?

Yes

No

I don't know
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36. Is the reserve study conducted by a hired reserve specialist, or is it done by a board member(s)?

Hired a reserve specialist

Done by a board member(s)

Other

N/A

37. What percentage of the reserve study items have 0 years of remaining life left?

Less than or equal to 50%

More than 50% 

N/A

38. What percentage of the HOA’s operating income is transferred to the reserve fund?

Less than 10%

10 - 20% 

20 - 30%

30 - 40%

More than 40%

N/A
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Waste Diversion

HOA Sustainability Assessment

39. How often is trash collected?

40. Is residential recycling pick-up available for the community?

Yes

No

No, but we're interested

I don't know

N/A

41. Are contamination fees paid for by the HOA?

Yes

No

I don't know

N/A

42. Is residential compost pick-up available for the community?

Yes

No

No, but we're interested

There is a central compost site in the community (ex. In a community garden)

I don't know

N/A
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43. Does the HOA provide educational materials about recycling and composting to residents? Select all that
apply.

Signage about recyclable materials

Signage about compostable materials

Information about compost or recycling on the HOA website

Information about compost or recycling on the HOA newsletter

No educational materials are provided

44. Are guidelines for recyclable materials posted near community recycling bins?

Yes

No

No, but we're interested

I don't know

N/A

45. Are guidelines for compostable materials posted near community compost bins?

Yes

No

No, but we're interested

I don't know

N/A

46. If single use cups, plates, and utensils are offered in common spaces, are the materials made of
recyclable or compostable material?

Yes

No

I don't know

N/A
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47. If residents receive paper correspondence from the board, is it printed on paper that has greater than 30%
post consumer recycled content with a sustainable forestry certification?

Yes

No

No, but we're interested

I don't know

N/A
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Water Use

HOA Sustainability Assessment

Please make sure you have the past calendar year's water bills from common HOA buildings and any
water usage data you can access from your water utility. 

48. Does the HOA use monthly water use data to inform efforts around conserving water?

No

Yes

N/A

I don't know

No, but we're interested

Water Usage

Please explain if you do
not have access to this
information

49. What is the total water combined consumption for both indoor and outdoor use per unit during the last
calendar year? (Please answer in gallons)

50. Sub-meters are tools for monitoring water usage for individual buildings or water fixtures. Does the
community have sub-meters on seperate community-owned buildings?

All

Some

None

I don't know

No, but we're interested

51. A stormwater flood management plan identifies flood risks and details a plan for mitigation, preparedness
and emergency response. Does the HOA have a stormwater flood management plan ?

Yes

No

I don't know

No, but we're interested
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52. Green infrastructure is an approach to stormwater management that protects, restores, or mimics the
natural water cycle. Does the community have any of the following green infrastructure projects? Select all
that apply

Bioretention Basins

Permeable Surfaces

Bioswales

Green Roofs

Rain Gardens

None

N/A

I don't know

No, but we're interested

Other (please specify)

53. Smart irrigation controllers can conserve water by adjusting sprinklers to run based on weather conditions.
Does the community use smart controllers for landscaping?

Yes

No

N/A

I don't know

No, but we're interested

54. Is your smart irrigation controller calibrated and functional?

Yes

No

N/A

I don't know
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55. Different irrigation systems are more water-efficient than others. What type of irrigation system does the
community use to water its landscape? Select all that apply

Drip Irrigation

Subsurface Irrigation

Pop-up Sprinklers 

Rotary Irrigation

N/A

I don't know

Other (please specify)

56. Broken sprinkler heads, misdirected sprinklers watering pavement and leaks are common issues with
landscape irrigation systems and can lead to overspray and runoff. How often is the irrigation system
inspected for damage? Select all that apply

Weekly

Monthly

Quarterly

Biannually

Annually

Only when an issue is identified

N/A

I don't know

57. Is there a response plan or procedure for resident reported sprinkler issues? (EX: misdirected sprinkler
head watering sidewalk instead of grass)

Yes

No

N/A

I don't know

No, but we're interested
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58. What time(s) of day does the HOA water its landscape? Select all that apply

Morning

Afternoon

Night

Varies

I don't know

N/A

59. Leaking toilets, showers and faucets often go unreported. Is there an effective procedure for residents to
report leaks to the HOA? (This question is only applicable to multifamily buildings where HOAs are
responsible for repairs).

Yes

No

I don't know

No, but we're interested

60. Some local water utility companies and municipalities have residential water conservation programs. Is the
HOA aware of any such programs available in the area or offer their own?

Yes

No

I don't know

No, but we're interested

61. Many regions, especially in the western United States, are under local water ordinances which restrict
when and how much the HOA can water its landscape. Are you aware of water restrictions in the HOA's area?

Yes

No

I don't know

No, but we're interested
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Energy Efficiency

HOA Sustainability Assessment

62. Does the HOA have an energy efficiency committee?

Yes

No

No, but we're interested

I don't know

N/A

63. Does the HOA track monthly energy use? Please only consider the buildings or areas the HOA pays utility
bills for.

Yes, electricity

Yes, gas

Yes, both

No, neither is tracked

I don't know

N/A

64. Do buildings or units have individual gas and/or electricity sub-meters? 

Yes, both gas and electricity are submetered

Yes, only gas is submetered

Yes, only electricity is submetered

No, neither is submetered 

I don't know

N/A
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65. Does the HOA compare total yearly energy use to previous years' energy use in order understand how
much energy use has changed over time?

Yes

No

No, but we're interested

I don't know

N/A

66. How often is energy consumption data (i.e. electricity or natural gas bills) shared with all members of the
HOA, including residents?

Quarterly 

Annually

Less than Annually

Never

I don't know

N/A

67. Some organizations create energy reduction goals to help them use less energy in the future than they did
in past years. Does the HOA have an energy reduction goal?

Yes

No

No, but we're interested

I don't know

N/A
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68. There are many different types of thermostats. What type of thermostat controls the temperature in
common areas or shared spaces in which the HOA pays utility bills for? Select all that apply.  

Smart Thermostat (These thermostats have a screen and WiFi integrated capabilities that allow users to set temperature
preferences via smartphones, even when the user is not in the building)

Programmable Thermostat (These thermostats have a screen and allow users to set temperature preferences for each day of the
week and time of day directly into the thermostat on the wall)

Analog or Manual Thermostat (These thermostats do not have a screen, but rather have a dial that the user slides to the desired
temperature range)

Radiator (This device has no screen and is a box made of flattened aluminum tubes designed to blow hot air out of the top)

I don't know

N/A

Other (please specify)

69. Are the outdoor lighting fixtures that the HOA is responsible for maintaining solar powered?

Yes, all

Some, but not all

No, none

I don't know

N/A

70. Are the outdoor lighting fixtures that the HOA is responsible for maintaining used via timers? Consider
both automatic light sensors and manual schedules.

Yes, all

Some, but not all

No, none

I don't know

N/A

71. Does the HOA have rooftop solar panels?

Yes, the HOA has rooftop solar panels 

No, the HOA does not have rooftop solar panels

No, but we're interested

I don't know

N/A
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72. Does the HOA reduce its climate impact by purchasing carbon offsets, such as Renewable Energy Credits
(RECs) or Verified Emissions Reductions (VERs)?

Yes

No

No, but we're interested

I don't know

N/A

73. Some energy utility companies and/or municipalities have energy conservation programs or rebates for
energy efficient retrofits for homeowners. Is the HOA aware of any such programs available within the local
area?

Yes

No

I don't know

N/A

74. Does the HOA provide information about these efficiency programs to residents? Common ways to
provide information include emails, flyers, in-person meetings and social media.

Yes

No

I don't know

N/A
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Built Environment

HOA Sustainability Assessment

75. Mixed-use developments are pedestrian-friendly and blend two or more residential, commercial, cultural,
institutional and/or industrial uses. Is the HOA a mixed-use development?

Yes

No

N/A

I don't know

No, but we're interested

76. Does the HOA use synthetic pesticides or herbicides on the lawns or landscape?

Yes

No

N/A

I don't know

No, but we're interested

77. Sustainable roofs range from vegetated roofs, blue roofs to conserve rainwater, white roofs to reflect
sunlight and keep the building cooler, solar-paneled roofs, or roofs constructed from recycled materials. Based
on the above definitions of sustainable roofs, are any of the roofs in the HOA sustainable?

Yes

No

I don't know

No, but we're interested
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78. If the HOA has sustainable roofing, which kind?

Green vegetated roofing

Solar roofing

Blue roofing

White roofing

Recycled material roofing

N/A

I don't know

Other (please specify)

79. Accredited green building certification programs ensure that buildings were constructed to meet certain
sustainability criteria. Are any of the buildings in the HOA certified to meet the requirements of an accredited
green building program? (LEED certification for green building is one example).

Yes

No

I don't know

No, but we're interested

80. If any HOA buildings are certified green buildings, how many buildings are certified?

81. If any HOA buildings are certified green or sustainable, what certification system are they rated with?

82. Heating ventilation and air conditioning systems (HVAC) have filters that are designed to clean dust,
pollen, dust mites and other particles from indoor air. How often are HVAC filters changed in common areas of
shared buildings?

Every 1-3 months

Every 3-6 months

Every 6-9 months

Every 9-12 months

Annually or longer

N/A

I don't know
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83. Heat islands are developed areas that are hotter than nearby rural areas due to the density of man-made
structures. Does your community have any of the following features of heat island mitigation infrastructure?

Cool (light colored or reflective) pavement

Cool (white colored) roof

Green (vegetated) roof,

Tree and vegetative cover that shades buildings

None

N/A

I don't know

No, but we're interested

84. Is there a night lighting ordinance in the HOA (or does the HOA adhere to a municipal ordinance) to limit
sky glow?

Yes

No

N/A

I don't know

No, but we're interested

85. Has your community ever conducted a noise study for both day and nighttime?

Yes

No

I don't know

No, but we're interested

86. If your community is responsible for sewer maintenance, what is the current status of the sewer system?

No repairs needed

Minor repairs needed

Major repairs needed

N/A

I don't know
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Mobility & Connectivity

HOA Sustainability Assessment

87. Do you track whether or not residents have a car on premises?

Yes

No

I don't know

N/A

88. If so, about how many residents have a car?

0-25%

25-50%

50-75%

75-100%

I don't know

N/A

89. Are parking spaces sold separately from units? (This question is only applicable to multifamily buildings).

Yes

No

I don't know

N/A

90. Are there electric vehicle charging stations on the premises? (This question may not be applicable to
single-family homes).

Yes

No

No, but we're interested

I don't know

N/A
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91. If yes, how many are there in the HOA?

1

2 or more

I don't know

N/A

92. Is there a bus stop within a quarter mile of the periphery of the HOA?

Yes

No

No, but we're interested

I don't know

N/A

93. If yes, how frequent is service to the stop?

Every 15 minutes or less

Every 15-30 minutes

Every 30-45 minutes

Every 45-60 minutes 

I don't know

N/A

94. Some neighborhoods are able to provide discounts to residents for transit passes if they can get enough
people on board to make it financially viable for the transit company. Are discounts or incentives to purchase
transit passes offered in your neighborhood?

Yes

No

No, but we're interested

I don't know

N/A
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95. Cars are the primary mode of transportation for many people. Does the HOA have a plan to encourage
alternative modes of transportation?

Yes

No

No, but we're interested

I don't know

N/A

96. Is bike parking or storage available on site?

Yes

No

No, but we're interested

I don't know

N/A

97. Are bike lanes or paths present in or adjacent to the neighborhood?

Yes

No

No, but we're interested

I don't know

N/A

98. Protected bike lanes use planters, curbs, parked cars or posts to shield cyclists from traffic. Are the bike
lanes in your neighborhood protected?

Yes

No

No, but we're interested 

I don't know

N/A
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99. Shared-use paths are a form of infrastructure that support multiple recreation and transportation
opportunities, such as walking, bicycling and people in wheelchairs. Are the paths in your neighborhood
shared-use?

Yes

No

I don't know

N/A
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Feedback

HOA Sustainability Assessment

Thank you for being one of the first people to take CAP Management's HOA sustainability
assessment! Its creators value your feedback. Please use the questions on this page to discuss your
experience taking the assessment so CAP's team can improve it in future versions. 

100. How long did it take you to finish the assessment?

101. Were any questions particularly difficult to answer?

102. Was the wording of any questions confusing or unclear? Were there any terms you didn't understand?

103. Were you able to acquire all the documents you needed? If not, which ones?

104. Did you find any questions particularly useful or interesting?

105. Any final thoughts?
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	77. Sustainable roofs range from vegetated roofs, blue roofs to conserve rainwater, white roofs to reflect sunlight and keep the building cooler, solar-paneled roofs, or roofs constructed from recycled materials. Based on the above definitions of sustainable roofs, are any of the roofs in the HOA sustainable?

	Question Title
	78. If the HOA has sustainable roofing, which kind?

	Question Title
	79. Accredited green building certification programs ensure that buildings were constructed to meet certain sustainability criteria. Are any of the buildings in the HOA certified to meet the requirements of an accredited green building program? (LEED certification for green building is one example).

	Question Title
	80. If any HOA buildings are certified green buildings, how many buildings are certified?

	Question Title
	81. If any HOA buildings are certified green or sustainable, what certification system are they rated with?

	Question Title
	82. Heating ventilation and air conditioning systems (HVAC) have filters that are designed to clean dust, pollen, dust mites and other particles from indoor air. How often are HVAC filters changed in common areas of shared buildings?

	Question Title
	83. Heat islands are developed areas that are hotter than nearby rural areas due to the density of man-made structures. Does your community have any of the following features of heat island mitigation infrastructure?

	Question Title
	84. Is there a night lighting ordinance in the HOA (or does the HOA adhere to a municipal ordinance) to limit sky glow?

	Question Title
	85. Has your community ever conducted a noise study for both day and nighttime?

	Question Title
	86. If your community is responsible for sewer maintenance, what is the current status of the sewer system?



	HOA Sustainability Assessment
	Mobility & Connectivity
	Question Title
	87. Do you track whether or not residents have a car on premises?

	Question Title
	88. If so, about how many residents have a car?

	Question Title
	89. Are parking spaces sold separately from units? (This question is only applicable to multifamily buildings).

	Question Title
	90. Are there electric vehicle charging stations on the premises? (This question may not be applicable to single-family homes).

	Question Title
	91. If yes, how many are there in the HOA?

	Question Title
	92. Is there a bus stop within a quarter mile of the periphery of the HOA?

	Question Title
	93. If yes, how frequent is service to the stop?

	Question Title
	94. Some neighborhoods are able to provide discounts to residents for transit passes if they can get enough people on board to make it financially viable for the transit company. Are discounts or incentives to purchase transit passes offered in your neighborhood?

	Question Title
	95. Cars are the primary mode of transportation for many people. Does the HOA have a plan to encourage alternative modes of transportation?

	Question Title
	96. Is bike parking or storage available on site?

	Question Title
	97. Are bike lanes or paths present in or adjacent to the neighborhood?

	Question Title
	98. Protected bike lanes use planters, curbs, parked cars or posts to shield cyclists from traffic. Are the bike lanes in your neighborhood protected?

	Question Title
	99. Shared-use paths are a form of infrastructure that support multiple recreation and transportation opportunities, such as walking, bicycling and people in wheelchairs. Are the paths in your neighborhood shared-use?



	HOA Sustainability Assessment
	Feedback
	Question Title
	100. How long did it take you to finish the assessment?

	Question Title
	101. Were any questions particularly difficult to answer?

	Question Title
	102. Was the wording of any questions confusing or unclear? Were there any terms you didn't understand?

	Question Title
	103. Were you able to acquire all the documents you needed? If not, which ones?

	Question Title
	104. Did you find any questions particularly useful or interesting?

	Question Title
	105. Any final thoughts?
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